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Capgemini named EMEA Systems Integrator (SI) & Value Added Reseller 

(VAR) Partner of the Year 2019 by MuleSoft  

 

 

Paris, June 26, 2019 - Capgemini today announced it has been named EMEA SI & VAR Partner of 

the Year by MuleSoft, a provider of the leading platform for building application networks. 

Capgemini was recognized for having the greatest EMEA market impact in 2018 in terms of 

MuleSoft practice development and its significant contributions to empowering customers with 

expertise and best practices, as they begin to realize the opportunity of application programming 

interface (API)-led connectivity. 

 

Partners like Capgemini are trusted advisors that enable customers to accelerate their digital transformation. 

MuleSoft partners align against business outcomes, deliver MuleSoft technology, templates and best 

practices and enable organizations to develop a Center of Enablement that empowers a self-service approach 

to integration, dramatically increasing the clock-speed of business.   

 

Capgemini has been a MuleSoft integration partner since 2015 and has more than 600 certified practitioners. 

Working together, MuleSoft and Capgemini deliver an on-premise, cloud and hybrid integration platform 

based on open-source API connectivity so businesses can connect applications, data, and devices quickly, 

flexibly, and cost-effectively.  

 

“We are proud to have been recognized by MuleSoft as an EMEA Partner of the Year for the third year in a 

row,” said Jeroen Versteeg, Deputy Head of Europe and Global Sales Officer for Capgemini in Europe. “This 

award highlights our leadership in creating application networks which power our customers' digital 

transformations, connecting to the customer core applications with flexible hybrid integrations and APIs. 

This reinforces our strong and successful collaboration with MuleSoft. In our endeavor to help businesses 

achieve digital transformation, we are committed to delivering innovative solutions and improving customer 

experience, and this award confirms that we’re on the right path.”  

 

The winners of the annual global MuleSoft Partner Awards were recognized at MuleSoft CONNECT San 

Francisco 2019, the premier conference for accelerating digital transformation, where CIOs, IT leaders, 

developers and partners come together to build a connected future with Anypoint Platform™ demos, hands-

on workshops, breakout sessions and networking opportunities. 

 

Leading organizations in the MuleSoft Partner Program provide consulting and services for MuleSoft’s 

Anypoint Platform™, a leading solution for API-led connectivity that creates an application network of 

applications, data, and devices, both on-premises and in the cloud. With API-led connectivity, partners help 

customers deliver today’s projects quickly while building an agile infrastructure that accelerates follow-on 

projects. By leading with this approach, partners can deliver far more value, speed, and agility to customers, 

expanding their role from implementation provider to trusted advisor and change agent. With Anypoint 

Platform, organizations can unlock new revenue channels, improve customer experiences and drive 

innovation. 
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“Our partners are playing an unprecedented role in helping our customers drive digital transformation. The 

MuleSoft partner ecosystem continues to more than double in size each year led by these award winners 

who are providing our joint customers with the skills necessary for success, creating centers for enablement 

to accelerate adoption, and supporting organizational change needed to change the clock speed of business,” 

said Brent Hayward, Senior Vice President of Global Channels and Alliances, MuleSoft. “We are excited to 

celebrate the success of our partners as they continue to drive the adoption of application networks and look 

forward to our continued growth in the coming year.” 

 

To learn more about Capgemini’s MuleSoft Partner Program visit: 

https://www.capgemini.com/partner/mulesoft/.  

 

About Anypoint Platform 

MuleSoft’s Anypoint Platform™ is a leading application network platform. It allows organizations to create 
composite applications that connect apps, data and devices through API-led connectivity to form a flexible 
application network. Anypoint Platform is a unified, single solution for iPaaS and full lifecycle API 
management, both on-premises and in the cloud. 
 
About Capgemini  

A global leader in consulting, technology services and digital transformation, Capgemini is at the forefront 
of innovation to address the entire breadth of clients’ opportunities in the evolving world of cloud, digital 
and platforms. Building on its strong 50-year heritage and deep industry-specific expertise, Capgemini 
enables organizations to realize their business ambitions through an array of services from strategy to 
operations. Capgemini is driven by the conviction that the business value of technology comes from and 
through people. It is a multicultural company of over 200,000 team members in more than 40 countries. 
The Group reported 2018 global revenues of EUR 13.2 billion. 

Visit us at www.capgemini.com. People matter, results count 
 

MuleSoft is a registered trademark of MuleSoft, Inc., a Salesforce company. All other marks are those of 
respective owners. 
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